
The best value in (MDR) is provided by MSMNET Securi-
ty.  We are acutely aware of the collaborative nature of 
security. We collaborate closely with our partners and 
clients to provide solid groundwork for maturing Security 
Operations (SecOps) programs. Managed security services 
have been reimagined by our cloud SecOps platform and 
unwavering customer attention. As part of our high-touch 
Team model, we combine best-of-breed security tools like 
Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) and Se-
curity Orchestration Automation and Response (SOAR) 
with our proprietary IP to automate security response.

Threat monitoring, alerting, validation, and proactive 
threat hunting are all included in our Managed De-
tection and Response (MDR) Service. We offer com-
plete management of particular security technologies. 
Only the most sophisticated security events are alerted 
to our customers thanks to our cloud-based infrastruc-
ture, which is supported by world-class professionals. 
While consistently improving their entire security posture, 
our customers use our MDR Service to relieve their secu-
rity staff of the time-consuming processes of adopting, 
managing, and integrating various cybersecurity systems.

Customers who use our MDR Service get a complete, 
white-glove solution for keeping track of information se-
curity threats across their entire organization. Using event 
monitoring of logs and human contextual analysis, incident 
alerting and response, incident case management, and threat 
hunting, we offer senior leaders, IT, and security staff round-
the-clock monitoring of their organization’s assets. To give a 
more precise threat-hunting context, we assign each custom-

er to one of our Teams and provide industry vertical expertise.  

Our Team model guarantees continuity and context during 
shifts, ensuring seamless coverage of all facets of over-
seeing our clients’ security activities. When an issue arises 
or a security event occurs, our customers have developed 
close relationships with the members of their allocated team 
and are aware of exactly who to contact for support. For the 
purpose of resolving security events, we work closely with 
the incident response teams of our clients. Due to the strong 
alignment of our Teams and the teams of our customers, we 
are able to reduce MTTD and MTTR while still preserving the 
brands and digital assets of our clients. 

We benchmark our clients’ security procedures on a con-
stant basis. Taking into account their industry, the threat 
actors interested in their line of work, and a number of other 
variables, we apply the best practices in network protection 
for all of our clients. Our metrics-based Maturity Model, 
which serves as a benchmark for security maturity and a 
road map for improvement, is immediately accessible to our 
MDR customers.

RAISING THE STANDARD

Fortification of security posture

Stop sophisticated threat actors

Deter future attacks

Visibility and measurement of your 
organization’s environment and
security posture

Intelligent triage to focus on the most 
critical incidents at the right time, 
leveraging QPASS ™

Real-time threat context delivery to cut 
Mean Time to Detect and Respond 
(MTTD & MTTR)



MSMNET Security provides highly personalize service while our partner 
delivers data-driven managed security services while extending custom-
ers’ cybersecurity teams and proactively advancing their SecOps maturity. 
Powered by our innovative cloud-native platform, which is trusted by lead-
ing global organizations to provide 24/7/365 managed security services.

Obtain access to the Exclusive Threat Detection Database

Real-Time Threat Hunting

Proven Cloud Architecture for Business Continuity

Direct Cooperation with Team Security Specialists/Team

Carefully Curated Threat Intelligence

Advances in Behavioral Analytics and Machines Learning

A proprietary engine for improving security maturity (using 
our Maturity Model to raise score)

Integrations of Best of Breed Analytics Technologies

All supported integrations have undergone thorough lab 
testing.


